
Learn to 
say no 

Always saying yes can lead to feeling stressed 

and overwhelmed. Taking on more than you can 

handle will cause you to be spread too thin. You 

won΄t be at your best for yourself or others. 

You have limited time and energy, and if you use all 

of yours for other people, it could lead to burnout. 

If you answered yes to any of these 

questions, you may have trouble saying no.  

Go out with coworkers because 

everyone else is going?

Pick up a friend ś kids from school, 

derailing your tasks for the day?

Eat unwanted foods because a 

family member made it “especially 

for you?“

MAKE YOURSELF A PRIORITY:

Be aware of why

Are you a people pleaser?

Do you...

Note what might be keeping you from saying no. 

You have fear of missing out (FOMO). You’ll feel guilty. 

You are worried about the response. Ask yourself 

some questions. Do I have the time and energy to 

do this? Do I want to do this? Separate what is being 

asked from who is asking. You are saying no to the 

request, not the person.1,2 Balance your willingness 

to help others with a willingness to help yourself. 
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Make yourself a priority

Remember that 

saying no is not a 

negative—it’s you

saying yes to 

your own needs.

Learn to say no

It ś helpful to make a list of your tasks for the day and 

prioritize them.  If someone asks you for help, look at your 

list before answering. Do you have time to squeeze another 

person’s tasks onto your list? The list will help you spell out 

your needs and limitations. Saying no lets you accomplish 

your own goals.

We ŕe all entitled to set healthy boundaries to find balance 

in our lives. There΄s no need to feel bad, guilty or defensive. 

The key is finding a way to say no that feels natural to you.1 

If there’s a situation or a person you’re apprehensive about 

facing, role play saying no with a trusted friend or family 

member. Communicate clearly and be direct.3 It’s OK to say, 

“I am sorry. I cannot help you because (list your reason).”4 

Saying no is a form of self-care 

This can help prevent you from feeling overextended and exhausted.3 
Setting healthy boundaries can benefit your mental well-being. It will also 

help you feel self-assured and empowered.4 

1https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/living-well-when-your-body-doesnt-cooperate/202307/how-saying-no-enhances-authenticity-and
2https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/prisons-and-pathos/202105/how-and-why-say-no
3https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/mind-matters-from-menninger/202111/the-power-of-saying-no
4https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/emotional-nourishment/202202/the-freeing-power-saying-no

Let us be a part of your self-care journey.

To sign up or learn more, go to Go.Livongo.com/STATEOFIOWA/New.


